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Abstract Winds in the thermosphere are highly important for transporting mass, momentum, and
energy over the globe. In the high-latitude region, observations show that ion and neutral motions are
strongly coupled when the aurora is present but the coupling is less evident when there is no aurora. In
this study, we investigate the ability of the Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (GITM) to simulate
the mesoscale wind structure over Alaska during a substorm. Thirteen distinct numerical simulations of
a substorm event that occurred between 02:00 and 17:00 Universal Time on 24 November 2012 have
been performed. Distinct drivers considered include the Weimer and SuperDARN potential patterns and
the OVATION Prime and OVATION-SME auroral models. The effects of the boundary between the neutral
wind dynamo calculation and the high-latitude imposed electric potential were also considered. Neutral
wind velocities and thermospheric temperatures measured by the Scanning Doppler Imager instruments
located at three locations in Alaska were compared to GITM simulation results, and electron densities within
GITM were compared to data from the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar. It was found that the different
drivers used between multiple simulations lead to various amounts of momentum coupling within the
simulation, affecting the accuracy of the modeled neutral and ion flow patterns and the strength of electron
precipitation at high latitudes. This affirms that better observations of auroral precipitation and electric
fields are required to accurately understand and consistently reproduce the mesoscale neutral wind flow
patterns and temperature structure in the high-latitude thermosphere.

1. Introduction

Understanding the interaction between the thermosphere and ionosphere is highly important in order
to describe the dynamics of either region. One significant effect of the coupling between the two fluids
is the modification of the thermospheric wind patterns which, without the ionospheric drag or Coriolis
forces, would flow from the dayside to the nightside of the planet. It is well understood that during times
of heightened geomagnetic activity, electrons precipitate into the lower layers of the thermosphere in the
auroral zone, resulting in enhanced ion-neutral coupling through the ion drag force that strongly controls
the neutral winds [Meriwether et al., 1973; Heppner and Miller, 1982; Killeen and Roble, 1984, 1986; Deng and
Ridley, 2006]. To better understand this complex behavior, there are many models that simulate various
relationships between the charged and neutral environments in our upper atmosphere. These models
include empirical models like the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter model [Hedin, 1983, 1987,
1991], the International Reference Ionosphere model [Rawer et al., 1978; Bilitza, 2001], the Horizontal
Wind Model [Hedin et al., 1988; Hedin, 1992; Hedin et al., 1996; Drob et al., 2008], and the Vector Spherical
Harmonic model [Killeen et al., 1987], data assimilation models like the Global Assimilation of Ionospheric
Measurements model [Schunk et al., 2004], and physics-based general circulation models presented in
[Dickinson et al. 1984], the Thermosphere-Ionosphere General Circulation Model [Roble et al., 1988],
the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model [Richmond et al., 1992],
the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model [Roble and
Ridley, 1994], the Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Plasmasphere model [Fuller-Rowell and Rees,
1980], the Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Plasmasphere Electrodynamics model [Millward et al.,
2001], and the Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model [Ridley et al., 2006]. Multiple studies have
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compared winds predicted by models with data from satellites [McCormac et al., 1987; Killeen et al., 1987;
Lathuillère et al., 1997; Zhang and Shepherd, 2000; Richmond et al., 2003] and ground-based instruments
[Aruliah et al., 1991; Niciejewski et al., 1994; Killeen et al., 1995; Niciejewski et al., 1996; Emmert et al., 2006a,
2006b], and some have compared results to winds measured by sounding rockets [Rothwell et al., 1974;
Mikkelsen et al., 1981]. These studies observe neutral convection patterns in order to better understand the
behavior of the winds. In this study, the Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (GITM) is used to explore
the coupling of charged and neutral particles in the upper atmosphere auroral zone in a more detailed and
rigorous manner, and to describe a more accurate response of the neutral winds to these particles.

GITM is a fully parallel, nonhydrostatic three-dimensional model that is driven by external forcing models
at its upper and lower boundaries. For example, at its lower boundary, tidal structures are input from lower
atmospheric models, whereas at its upper boundary, the model is forced by high-latitude electric potential
and auroral precipitation patterns. There are a wide variety of sources for these models. This study
focuses on the use of different high-latitude ionospheric drivers within GITM and the effect that these
drivers have on neutral winds in the auroral zone. By using different representations of the electric field and
auroral precipitation drivers in GITM, we are able to model the wind patterns in the thermosphere to varying
degrees of accuracy, with the overall model accuracy highly dependent on each of the external drivers.

2. Methods

Wind patterns were obtained from 13 different GITM simulations of a substorm that occurred between
the hours of 02:00 and 17:00 Universal Time (UT) on 24 November 2012. Each run simulation differed in
the high-latitude electric potential pattern and/or auroral precipitation pattern that was used to drive
ionospheric dynamics. The entire list of GITM runs can be found in Table 1. For this set of simulations, the
models used a high-resolution grid spacing of 0.833◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude. While using high resolution
does not intrinsically add additional physics within the model, nor does it always necessarily increase the
accuracy of the modeled ion and neutral flow patterns, it does allow for sharper gradients to be more thor-
oughly resolved. Because abrupt changes in ion and neutral flows can often occur over small spatial scales,
a high-resolution grid is used so that these gradients will be better resolved, with the intent to better rep-
resent the smallscale and midscale convection patterns for electrons, ions, and neutrals in the system. This,
in turn, would ideally permit a more accurate portrayal of the response of the ionosphere-thermosphere
system to various model parameters.

In order to sustain the atmosphere within GITM, the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Radar (MSIS) model
[Hedin, 1983, 1987, 1991] is used to specify the density and temperature at the lower boundary, while the
Horizontal Wind Model [Drob et al., 2008] is used to specify the horizontal wind patterns. The values are
specified in two ghost cells below 100 km altitude and are used in the advective scheme as well as any place
in the code that needs a vertical gradient profile (e.g., thermal conduction). MSIS contains diurnal, semid-
iurnal, and tridiurnal migrating tides in the densities and temperatures, and are therefore included in the
lower boundary of GITM. The HWM also contains tidal structures that are relatively consistent with the MSIS
tides. Vichare et al. [2012] showed that these tides drive neutral winds in the lower thermosphere that power
the equatorial electrojet within GITM. It is also possible in GITM to use the mean value of the temperatures
and densities from MSIS and the tidal perturbations on the temperatures and winds by assuming a net
horizontal wind of zero, specified by the Global-Scale Wave Model [Hagan et al., 1995]; however, for this
study, the MSIS and HWM tidal structures were used. In addition, the low-latitude dynamo described by
Vichare et al. [2012] was run with a high-latitude boundary at 70◦ magnetic latitude unless otherwise noted.
Finally, although multiple solar EUV models exist and can be used with GITM (see Solomon and Qian [2005]
or Chamberlin et al. [2007]), all simulations presented here used conditions determined by the EUV flux
model for aeronomic calculations [Richards et al., 1994], given the F10.7 and 81 day averaged F10.7.

2.1. Ionospheric Drivers
GITM uses various drivers to model behaviors of the thermosphere and ionosphere under quiet and storm
conditions. Two of the important drivers used by GITM are the high-latitude electric potential and auroral
precipitation patterns. Generally, the drivers most commonly used with GITM have been Weimer poten-
tial patterns [Weimer, 2005] coupled with Fuller-Rowell and Evans auroral patterns, henceforth referred to
as NOAA aurora [Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987]. The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) measured by the
ACE satellite was used to drive the Weimer potential patterns, while the NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational
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Table 1. Description of Each Simulation of the Event, Along With Which Drivers Were Used, Their Abbreviations, Zonal
(E/W) and Meridional (N/S) Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Difference (Diff) Between the GITM and Scanning
Doppler Imager (SDI) Neutral Winds (in Units of m/s), and the Directionally Averaged Root-Mean-Square Error and Mean
Difference Between the GITM and SDI Temperatures (in Units of Kelvin)a

Auroral Zonal Meridional Temperature

𝜙 Precipitation Abbreviation RMSE <Diff> RMSE <Diff> RMSE <Diff>

Wb N/A Baseline 191.8 156.4 59.6 14.0 211.8 −205.1
W NOAA WN 82.7 16.0 141.4 110.2 73.7 −29.7
W NOAA WNDe 169.5 105.4 104.7 55.1 71.9 −29.9
SD O Primec SdOp 121.9 5.6 107.8 71.0 116.6 −103.0
SD O Primec SdOpDe 198.6 97.6 89.8 −22.2 115.0 −102.0
SD O Primec SdOpD50f 169.4 121.0 101.4 70.9 122.6 −109.5
SD O Primed SdOp6m 120.3 −45.7 121.5 76.8 73.9 −8.8
SD O Primed SdOp6mD50f 169.0 119.1 101.9 73.3 122.0 −109.0
W O-SME WOs 82.7 45.9 82.1 49.6 78.3 −46.0
W O-SME WOsDe 163.5 114.5 70.8 5.2 149.4 −54.7
SD O-SME SdOs 104.1 −12.8 119.1 81.4 94.1 32.3
SD O-SME SdOsDe 150.7 57.9 89.3 15.5 85.1 19.3
SD O-SME SdOsD50f 103.4 −13.2 122.5 85.2 93.1 31.9

aNegative values indicate GITM underestimated the observed values. The term 𝜙 represents the electric poten-
tial pattern used and W, SD, O Prime, and O-SME are abbreviations for the Weimer, SuperDARN, OVATION Prime, and
OVATION-SME drivers, respectively. The results from the most (least) accurate runs are in bold (italics).

bDriven by constant IMF values of Bz = −2.0 nT, By = 0.0 nT, and Vx = −400.0 km/s.
cRunning average (4 h) of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind data.
dRunning average (6 min) of IMF and solar wind data.
eDynamo located at 70◦ geomagnetic latitude.
fDynamo located at 50◦ geomagnetic latitude.

Environmental Satellite estimated hemispheric power was used to drive the NOAA aurora. The activity in
the IMF and hemispheric power for this day is shown in Figure 1. The second type of potential patterns
used were those estimated by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN), which uses HF radar to
measure the drift velocity of ionospheric irregularities [Greenwald et al., 1995].

Besides the NOAA auroral model, two additional models were used to specify the aurora. One of these was
OVATION Prime [Newell et al., 2010], where auroral precipitation was correlated with measurements of the
IMF embedded within the solar wind. The final model used for the aurora was OVATION-SM [Mitchell et al.,
2013], hereafter referred to as OVATION-SME or O-SME, which is typically driven by data from the SuperMAG
Auroral Electrojet index [Newell and Gjerloev, 2011]. In this study, however, data from SuperMAG was unavail-
able, so O-SME was driven by data from the more widely available Auroral Electrojet index (as of the writing
of this paper, SuperMAG has since been extended to include the time frame of this storm). The activity in the
AE index for this day is shown in Figure 1.

It should be noted that the electric field and auroral drivers for GITM have significant limitations in the
descriptions of specific events. For example:

1. Many of the models used (such as the Weimer potential and the auroral models) are inherently statistical,
meaning that they are an empirical representation of the dynamics of the system based on averaged data.
Because the average is able to tolerate large deviations, any specific event may look completely different
than the statistically modeled mean.

2. The electric potential and auroral models were not derived from the same data sets and do not use the
same methodologies. Therefore, any correlation, anticorrelation, or noncorrelation that may or may not
exist between the models may or may not represent reality.

3. The resolution of the auroral models and data that are used as drivers is coarser than the actual structure
of the aurora. This implies that even though GITM may have the ability to be run with a spatial resolution
of 1 km or better, the models driving GITM are still at a coarser resolution, so the dynamics described by
GITM would still be at a 100 km or larger-scale size.

In many ways, these limitations reinforce the conclusions of this study which ultimately state that it is dif-
ficult to simulate the dynamics of the mesoscale neutral wind patterns in the auroral zone, despite using a
wide variety of electric field and auroral precipitation models.
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Figure 1. IMF, AE index, and hemispheric power for 24 November 2012.
The vertical lines correspond to 06:30 UT and 14:00 UT.

The low-latitude electrodynamics solver
within GITM requires a high-latitude
boundary condition. This can be treated
by using different approaches, but a
common method is to set a boundary
such that poleward of the boundary, the
potential is specified by the high-latitude
potential pattern, whereas equator-
ward of the boundary, the potential is
computed self-consistently by the iono-
spheric neutral wind-driven dynamo
solver. Ions were therefore affected dif-
ferently in runs that used the dynamo
and in runs that used a different location
of the high-latitude boundary, and the
coupling of ions and neutrals resulted in
different neutral wind behavior.

With the result from Deng and Ridley
[2006], an increase in coupling between
ion drifts and neutral winds during times
of heightened geomagnetic activity is
expected. Because that study was an ide-
alized investigation of the coupling, we
were interested in understanding the
effects that different high-latitude iono-
spheric drivers can have on the ability of
GITM to accurately model neutral winds
under “realistic” conditions. To do this,
13 different simulations were carried out,
each with different high-latitude drivers:

a single driver was chosen to model the ionospheric electric potential, and a single driver was chosen to
specify the auroral precipitation at the upper boundary. The ionospheric dynamo was then either turned
on or off. Table 1 shows each run performed, along with the models chosen to be used as high-latitude
ionospheric drivers, the abbreviation for each individual run, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and mean
difference between winds from each GITM run and observed winds from the Scanning Doppler Imagers
(SDIs) deployed throughout Alaska, and the directionally averaged RMSE and difference between GITM sim-
ulated and SDI observed temperatures. The east-west (zonal) component of the wind will be presented
separately from the north-south (meridional) component, because the ionospheric drivers that influence
zonal flows are typically larger than those that dominate meridional flows. The abbreviations found in
Table 1 will be used to identify the various runs throughout the remainder of the paper.

2.2. Instrumentation
To validate the simulation results, the GITM computed winds were compared to observed measure-
ments from three Fabry-Perot Scanning Doppler Interferometers (SDIs) located at the Poker Flat (PKR),
High-Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HRP), and Toolik Lake (TLK) research facilities in Alaska
(see Conde and Smith [1995], Conde and Smith [1997], and Conde and Smith [1998] for further discussion
on the instruments). Each SDI measures line of sight velocities and temperatures of the thermosphere at
approximately 240 km altitude. The measurements from the SDIs were compared to GITM. Additionally,
electron density data from the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) located at Poker Flat, Alaska, was
compared to the electron density produced by each GITM run. The electron density to the southwest of
PFISR was compared, as viewing the density to the north of the instrument would give a less precise descrip-
tion of the substorm because the instrument often observed slight increases in electron density to the north
even during quiet times.
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Figure 2. (top and middle) Zonal and meridional flows of GITM computed ions (red) and neutrals (blue), and SDI
observed neutrals (orange) at 71.9◦ latitude. (bottom) Comparison of neutral temperatures at TLK between GITM (solid)
and SDI (dashed) for the baseline simulation for the north look direction of the instrument.

3. Results
3.1. Baseline Simulation
For the baseline run, the Weimer potential model was driven with constant IMF values of Bz =−2.0 nT,
By =0.0 nT, and Vx =−400.0 km/s, and the NOAA aurora was approximated by constant, extremely low-level
(1 GW) auroral precipitation. This simulation was conducted to understand the background wind patterns
so that the effect of the electric potential and auroral forcing on the winds could be better understood. The
ion flow velocities modeled by GITM in the F region were primarily E×B drifts and thus represented the flows
driven by the electric potential pattern. The baseline simulation was inaccurate at representing the zonal
flow throughout the entire night as demonstrated by Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the GITM simulated and SDI measured zonal and meridional winds and thermospheric tem-
perature at a fixed latitude (71.9◦) throughout the night. Significant differences exist between observed and
modeled results. These are primarily caused by the fixed and weak electric field and auroral precipitation
patterns used. Clearly, the baseline simulation is much better at replicating the observed meridional neu-
tral flow patterns than the observed zonal neutral flow patterns. Figure 3 gives a more global perspective on
why such a disagreement exists. This Figure shows the modeled zonal (left) and meridional (right) neutral
winds as color contours along with ion flow velocities as vectors for the baseline run at 06:30 UT. The field
of view for each SDI array is also plotted, centered around the location of each instrument. In this run, the
neutral wind flows suggest a very general motion from the dayside to the nightside. The zonal flows show
a divergence of the wind at noon and a convergence in the predawn region. These winds do not agree well
with the ion flows at high latitudes: neutrals flow eastward where ions stream westward, especially over
the SDI instruments. In general, there is no structure in the wind that suggests any type of dynamic behav-
ior in the atmospheric transport. Because of the lack of auroral precipitation throughout the night, there
appeared to be little to no coupling between the neutrals and ions—not simply over Alaska, but throughout
the entire high-latitude region—and is reflected in the amount of error seen in this run in Table 1. Figure 3
(right) shows that at 06:30 UT the meridional flow of the neutral winds was predominantly poleward on the
warm side of the polar cap and equatorward on the cool side. This behavior continues throughout the entire
event in this run and demonstrates that neutral wind patterns align with thermal and pressure gradients
without substantial ionospheric forcing.
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Figure 3. (left) Zonal and (right) meridional flow directions for the baseline run at 06:30 UT. Reds and yellows indicate eastward or northward flowing neutrals
and blues indicate westward or southward flowing neutrals. The plot is overlain with ion flow vectors.

One of the leading causes of heating in the high-latitude ionosphere is Joule (frictional) heating (see, for
example, Foster et al. [1983] for frictional/Joule heating at high latitudes and Deng and Ridley [2007] for Joule
heating in global models). Joule heating is strongest in the presence of both increased electric fields and
increased particle precipitation. Therefore, during times of heightened geomagnetic activity, an increase
in ionization rates and electric fields in the high-latitude region causes an increase in the frictional heating
between the ion and neutral particle populations, creating a net atmospheric temperature increase. Because
GITM modeled little change in electric field and precipitation for the baseline simulation, the temperature
steadily decreased throughout the night in this run (see Figure 2, bottom). Further, little variation of the
temperature in addition to this steady decrease was observed. This simulation was a poor representation of
the actual temperature structure throughout the night because there was no dynamic electron precipitation
to drive thermospheric heating.

3.2. Weimer NOAA Simulation
Figure 4 shows the ion and neutral flows and electron precipitation simulated and observed over the SDIs
throughout the night for the WN simulation. Plotted in orange are the observed neutral winds from SDI, in
blue are the simulated neutral winds from GITM, and in red are GITM simulated ion flows. In this case, the
wind data were derived by combining all of the line of sight SDI data from the three instruments to create
two-dimensional vectors over the measurement area. The process of converting line of sight data to vec-
tor flows using monostatic and bistatic (or tristatic) techniques is described in Conde and Smith [1997] and
Anderson et al. [2012], respectively. The velocities were averaged zonally to provide a temporal history of
the winds along a single meridional slice. The GITM data were derived by taking a single meridional slice
through the model at the averaged longitude and linearly interpolated between the model output files to
the measurement times. Lines are drawn at 06:30 and 14:00 UT for reference to the 2 times that are explored
more closely throughout this study, as described below. Finally, electron density from the model at approx-
imately 240 km altitude and at ±1◦ from the center latitude is contoured under the winds and used as a
proxy for the amount of ion-neutral coupling that may occur. The changes in density between the simula-
tions are useful in comparing the effect of using different auroral precipitation models and allow for an idea
of how effectively the auroral model captures the precipitation during the substorm.

While the baseline run had no electron precipitation due to the constant drivers in the auroral precipita-
tion model used, the WN simulation created large amounts of electron density throughout the night. The
electron density increase also created much more ion-neutral coupling in the modeled flow, which allowed
for a more accurate representation of the zonal neutral wind flow structure over the SDIs, as the simulated
GITM neutral flows matched the observed SDI flows throughout most of the night (Figure 4, left). The WN
simulation showed much better agreement between the ion and neutral flows in the high-latitude region
compared to the baseline run. The meridional flows in Figure 4 (right) show significant ion-neutral coupling
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Figure 4. Selected (left) zonal and (right) meridional neutral and ion flows for the WN run at various latitudes. In orange is the measured neutral wind that is
observed by SDI at a given time, and in blue is the neutral wind simulated by GITM. The red line shows the flow of the ion species modeled by GITM. The vertical
black lines indicate the 2 times examined in the study, 06:30 and 14:00 UT. Contoured beneath the flows is the GITM electron density, a proxy for auroral intensity,
at ±1◦ from the denoted latitude.

as well. Although the flows of the two constituents are not identical, the influence that the ions have on the
neutrals is obvious, especially at lower latitudes where the GITM results agree well with the observed SDI
meridional flows. However, at higher latitudes, the GITM neutral flows differ significantly from the SDI flows.
These differences may be driven by an area of heating within GITM causing a north-south divergence in the
flow between 68◦ and 72◦ latitude toward the end of the night.

To better understand any local time dependence in the model on producing neutral winds, two individ-
ual time periods were considered, 06:30 UT and 14:00 UT, which correspond to approximately 20:40 and
04:10 local time (LT) in Alaska. These times ensure that any electron density seen in the GITM simulations
over Alaska was a result of auroral precipitation and not ionization from the Sun. The choice of these 2 times
also corresponds to a significant increase in electron density modeled by multiple GITM runs for this day.
This increase was observed to begin around 06:30 UT, and either end or slightly reintensify near 14:00 UT,
depending on which drivers were used. Focusing on these 2 times allowed for a direct comparison of the
similarities and differences in the winds and electron densities between simulation results with various
high-latitude drivers during the substorm event. Figure 5 shows that in the zonal flows at 06:30 UT, the ions
and neutrals were highly coupled over the SDIs (much more than in the baseline simulation), as evidenced
by the westward ion and neutral flows in the premidnight region. Near 70◦ in the postmidnight region as
well, the east-west ion and neutral flows were in the same direction. At 14:00 UT however (Figure 5, top
right), while there was still substantial ion-neutral coupling near local noon and local dusk, the simulated
neutral and ion flows were less coupled over the SDIs. The neutral flow was mainly westward, whereas the
ion flow was eastward throughout the three SDI fields of view, caused by the reduction in electron density
modeled at this time. Despite this, the simulated GITM zonal winds better matched the SDI zonal winds at
this later time.

Even though the zonal flow patterns simulated in the run with WN drivers agreed with the observed SDI
flow patterns, the meridional flows did not match as well. In general, the global wind pattern of the thermo-
sphere is such that the neutrals flow from the dayside of the planet to the nightside, in accordance with the
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Figure 5. Similar to Figure 3 but for the WN simulation, with (top) zonal and (bottom) meridional flows at (left) 06:30 UT and (right) 14:00 UT.

thermal gradient between the two hemispheres. For the meridional component, this means that the flow
should be close to zero near dusk (04:00 UT) and dawn (16:00 UT), and equatorward on the nightside, which
is what was roughly observed in the baseline run and in the SDI data, as shown in Figure 2 (middle). Thus,
at 02:00 UT (predusk) if the flow were from the dayside to the nightside, the observed winds should have
been slightly poleward, which the SDI winds indicated. As Alaska moved through dusk, the meridional flow
should have gone to zero and then become equatorward thereafter. This occurred closer to 06:30 UT in the
SDI data and much later (if at all) in the GITM results. The flow should have then returned back toward zero
near dawn. Figure 5 (bottom) shows that at 06:30 UT, the structure of the meridional flow in the neutrals was
rotated by approximately 90◦ (above 60◦ latitude) from the day-to-night flow observed in the baseline sim-
ulation. Instead of flows across the terminator, the flow was across the noon-midnight plane. This disagrees
with the winds measured by the SDIs and also disagrees with the simple pressure gradient force mechanism.
At 14:00 UT, the neutrals follow the pressure gradient better than at 06:30 UT, but the simulated GITM neu-
trals disagreed with the observed SDI neutrals. Because the WN simulation may overly couple the ions with
the neutrals, the meridional neutral flow patterns were less accurate in this run than in the baseline run. This
is clearly demonstrated in Table 1, as the WN simulation was the least accurate in modeling meridional flows.

With the active precipitation shown in Figure 4, the ability of GITM to model the dynamics of the elec-
tron density above PFISR was studied. Figure 6 (left) compares the electron density modeled by GITM and
observed by PFISR as a function of altitude and time. Additionally, the total electron content (TEC), an inte-
gral of the electron density with altitude, is plotted for each. The increases in electron density near 06:00 UT
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Figure 6. (left) GITM and PFISR electron density and TEC data for the WN run. The normalized root-mean-square error in the TEC is shown between GITM and
PFISR, along with the PFISR look direction. (right) Similar to the temperature portion of Figure 2 but for the WN simulation. In addition to the north look direction
plotted first, from the second panel to the bottom are the east, south, and west look directions of the instrument.

were captured by the WN simulation but did not last long enough. Whereas the observed density increase
was sustained for more than an hour with two large peaks in density during this time, the simulated density
only captured two sudden increases in density. In addition, the modeled precipitation did not cause enough
ionization at high altitudes.

Because of the increase in auroral precipitation and electron density shown in Figures 4 and 6 at multiple
times throughout the night, it is expected that these times should be marked by an increase in Joule heat-
ing and thus an increase in the temperature of the neutral atmosphere. Figure 6 (right) shows temperatures
measured by the SDI instruments at TLK and modeled by GITM, along with the root-mean-square error
and absolute difference between the two for the WN run. Near 06:30 UT, when GITM modeled a substorm
onset and an increase in electron precipitation, a temperature increase was simulated in all look directions
around the SDI. Even though this increase was too large, the structure of the change in temperature was
well matched. A slight temperature increase was modeled over the TLK instrument at 14:00 UT as well, but
to a much lesser degree than the increase at 06:30 UT.

3.3. Weimer OVATION-SME Simulation
In comparison to the WN run, the WOs run created different behaviors throughout the night as demon-
strated in Figure 7. Where WN had very sudden electron precipitation increases that extended to latitudes
lower than 57◦ at 06:30 UT and sporadic precipitation throughout the remainder of the night, the precipi-
tation in the WOs simulation built up more gradually before the large increases in density occurred. These
precipitation events did not reach latitudes that were as low compared to the WN simulation but created
more electron density in the high latitude regions. The increase in electron density was a direct result of
changing only the auroral pattern driving the model, as the same high-latitude imposed electric potential
pattern [Weimer, 2005] was used. Despite the slight differences in precipitation, the east-west neutral flows
were alike in both of the simulations, as quantified in Table 1. However, an increase in accuracy between
the two simulations was observed near 06:30 and 14:00 UT where GITM simulated more electron precip-
itation with the O-SME aurora. In addition, at high latitudes, the modeled and observed zonal flows were
in much better agreement in this simulation. Although at lower latitudes between 04:00 and 06:00 UT the
GITM winds became eastward while the SDI winds were westward, after this time the modeled zonal flows
were closer to the observed zonal flows.

In the high-latitude region of the WOs simulation, the ions and neutrals almost always flowed in the same
direction and the neutral winds in GITM were often larger than SDI winds where this occurred, especially in
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 4 but for the WOs run.

the meridional flows. In the study presented by Deng and Ridley [2006], a similar behavior was seen. They
conclude that when the ion drag and gradient in pressure forces in the high-latitude region are in the same
direction, a large and often sustained neutral wind velocity can be observed. The meridional neutral winds
demonstrated this behavior for the WOs simulation and is clear in Figure 7. Early in the night, where GITM
modeled northward flow in the high-latitude region, the winds were much larger than the SDI winds at
this time. This behavior is not only seen in the north-south flow in the WOs simulation but also in some of
the other simulated meridional flows with different high-latitude drivers. Therefore, the runs that have less
intense auroral activity and less active electric potential patterns—leading to weaker ion flows—tend to
be more accurate in modeling meridional behaviors. For this reason, the WOs run was not as accurate in
modeling the meridional neutral flow patterns as the baseline simulation.

Using the same electric potential, the WOs run had nearly identical ion flows as the WN run and the struc-
ture of the zonal neutrals was similar as well. However, a major difference between the two simulations is
revealed by comparing Figure 8 with Figure 5. The strength of the westward flow of neutrals extending from
approximately 02:00 LT through dusk to 10:00 LT, accompanied by an eastward jet beginning around 02:00
LT and extending through dawn to converge with the westward winds near 10:00 LT, had a larger mag-
nitude in the WOs simulation. These neutral winds correspond nearly identically to the ion flow patterns
modeled in the WOs case, representing a stronger coupling of the ions and neutrals. This is true both at
06:30 UT and 14:00 UT, as well as in the zonal and meridional directions. There were differences between the
ion and neutral flows, however. For example, at 06:30 UT near the SDIs, the ions were exclusively westward,
while the neutrals exhibited a shift from westward flows at high latitudes to eastward flows at low latitudes.
The WOs simulation had a more accurate representation of the zonal neutral winds than the baseline run.
As described above, prior to 14:00 UT (but after 06:00 UT), the GITM flows agreed with the SDI flows (see
Figure 7). The flows then began to disagree after 14:00 UT, when the amount of ion-neutral coupling within
the simulation increased.

There were multiple differences between the WN and WOs simulations in the meridional flow of neutral
winds as well. The WOs run was a better representation of the north-south flow across the terminator
when compared with the SDI data. At 06:30 and 14:00 UT, the neutral flow patterns in the WOs simulation
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 but for the WOs run.

were more north-south than in the WN simulation and were more similar to the SDI flows. In addition,
the strong northward flow that extended to postdusk at 06:30 UT was gone by 14:00 UT, suggesting that
the flow pattern was driven strongly by the amount of electron density in the model, as there was a large
decrease in electron density between 06:30 UT and 14:00 UT. The behavior at 14:00 UT was similar to what
was observed in the baseline run throughout the entire night. With less electron density, the neutral winds
flowed in a meridional direction following the gradient in pressure. The modeled winds showed slightly
better agreement with the observed winds at 14:00 UT than at 06:30 UT because of this decrease in
electron density.

In comparing electron density data from PFISR with simulated density from the WOs run in Figure 9 (left), it
is clear that near 06:00 UT, both PFISR and GITM showed an increase in auroral precipitation; however, the
electron density modeled by GITM did not extend to low enough altitudes. In addition, the buildup of the
electron density in the model was more gradual than the sudden spike that was observed by PFISR. Whereas
PFISR measured a slight increase in density around 05:45 UT and a sudden increase just after 06:00 UT,
GITM modeled an increase starting around 05:45 UT and continuing until 07:00 UT, where a distinct peak
occurred. After 08:00 UT, where PFISR measured only a slight increase in electron density at low altitudes,
GITM simulated a second increase in electron density similar to the peak modeled around 07:00 UT.

Figure 9 (right) is similar to Figure 6 (right) but with OVATION-SME specifying the auroral precipitation as
opposed to the NOAA method. With these drivers, the dynamic electron density throughout the night
yielded less of a temperature change during the times of increased electron precipitation but showed
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Figure 9. GITM and PFISR electron density and TEC data and GITM and TLK thermospheric temperature for WOs, in the same format as Figure 6.

fluctuations in temperature that were closer to the observed temperatures from the instruments. Near
06:30 UT where there was a large increase in electron density in the simulation results, there was a tem-
perature increase in all look directions at this time, driven by Joule heating in the simulation. A similar
temperature increase was also simulated at 14:00 UT. Further, the overall temperature was slightly lower
in GITM driven by OVATION-SME compared to GITM driven by NOAA aurora, although both were similar in
reproducing the temperature as seen by comparing the temperature errors between the two runs in Table 1.

3.4. SuperDARN OVATION-SME Simulation
Figure 10 shows the results of GITM when SuperDARN potential patterns and OVATION-SME aurora were
used. With this electric potential, the ion flows were much more dynamic and intense, which drastically
affected the neutral winds. From 08:00 to 10:00 UT and around 63◦ latitude, GITM modeled the most intense
westward flows of neutrals and ions compared to any other run. While GITM overestimated the observed
winds, the ions and neutrals were heavily coupled with one another. In comparing the WOs and SdOs
runs, a surprising difference between the two is the electron density at 240 km. SdOs showed the same
spikes in electron density at 06:30 and 08:45 UT, but they were more spread out than in the WOs model. In
addition, this model showed two further electron density intensifications located at times just before
14:00 and 16:00 UT, after previously modeling decreases in density. These differences are caused by the fact
that at 240 km, advection can strongly control the electron density as well as the precipitation pattern. The
behavior described above demonstrates the strong need for an accurate representation of both electric
potential and electron precipitation patterns within the simulation.

At 06:30 UT, the zonal winds simulated in this case were weaker than the zonal winds simulated by WOs.
For example, Figure 11 (top) shows that the strong premidnight westward flow of neutrals was no longer
present in this run, and the postmidnight eastward flow of neutrals was slower by approximately 160 m/s.
Clearly, the electric potential pattern chosen dramatically affected the neutral wind patterns. Despite the
additional increase in electron density at 14:00 UT, the zonal winds for the SdOs run shown in Figure 11
(top right) were weaker than the simulation by WOs. This was mostly due to the weaker ion flows specified
by the SuperDARN potentials. However, at the location of the SDI instruments, these drivers allowed the
model to replicate the observed neutral winds well.

In the meridional direction, as with the WN and WOs runs, the SdOs run overly couples the ions and neutrals.
As described above, where the ions and neutrals flowed in the same direction, the neutral flows became too
large. This is seen in Figure 10 (right) between 03:00 and 07:00 UT, where the high-latitude neutral winds
were too large in comparison to the SDI winds by nearly 100 m/s. Because of this, the meridional flows
for this run were much less accurate than in the baseline simulation. In addition, the increase in electron
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 4 but for the SdOs simulation.

density around 14:00 UT created ion-neutral coupling that prevented the accurate modeling of the
winds—the neutrals followed the ions more than the gradient in pressure. Figure 11 (bottom right)
shows that the modeled meridional winds did not follow the expected pattern of the meridional neutral
flows and were not representative of the winds observed by SDI because of the coupling.

Figure 12 (left) shows the modeled and observed electron density and TEC for the SdOs simulation. Two
electron density increases at 06:30 and 08:45 UT were visible in the GITM results. While the density was sim-
ilar at lower altitudes between the WOs and SdOs runs, above approximately 200 km the two runs differed
substantially, although both simulations modeled an additional increase in electron density near 08:00 UT
that was not observed by PFISR. As was visible in Figures 10 and 12, the profile of the electron density in
the SdOs simulation was more structured and dynamic than most other runs, and created a slightly lower
density than the WOs run.

Simplistically, with less electron density in the model, it would be expected that the amount of Joule heating
in the SdOs simulation and the atmospheric temperature increases near 06:30 and 14:00 UT would be less
than in the WOs simulation. However, this was not the case. For the SdOs drivers, Figure 12 (right) shows that
the neutral temperature modeled by GITM to the north and east of the TLK instrument was much higher
than the modeled temperature in both the WN and WOs runs. This occurred because in the location of the
SDI instruments, the momentum of the ions and neutrals was not coupled as well here as they were in other
model runs. Because the ions and neutrals flowed in opposite directions from one another, the difference
between the two flows caused stronger Joule heating. Therefore, a significantly larger temperature increase
in this simulation was observed. This temperature increase did not agree with what was observed by the
SDIs, however, as an increase in RMSE between the GITM and SDI temperatures was observed compared
to the WN and WOs simulations (see Table 1). Interestingly, there was a larger temperature gradient in the
GITM results for this run than for any of the other runs. For example, at the peak temperature in the north-
ward direction, the southward direction simulated temperatures that were 100 K lower. This highlights the
importance of having an auroral model that has relatively fine spatial scales.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 5 but for the SdOs run.

3.5. SuperDARN OVATION Prime Simulation
Figure 13 shows similar parameters as Figures 4, 7, and 10 but for the SdOp simulation. While the neutral
winds for both runs with SuperDARN potentials show similarities, the electron precipitation was signifi-
cantly different. The SdOp simulation specified much less auroral precipitation than the simulations driven
by OVATION-SME. Compared to the SdOs simulation, SdOp had meridional neutral flows that were closer to
the observed SDI flows. In Figure 13, it is clear that one of the reasons for the increased accuracy is because
the northward flow at the beginning of the night was not as large as it was in the SdOs run. This led to the
slight increase in accuracy that was seen in the errors for the simulated meridional flows in this run.

The lack of change in precipitation in this simulation is evident in Figure 14 (left). Unlike the three previous
simulations, there was no increase in auroral precipitation modeled in the SdOp run. The TEC modeled by
GITM was nearly constant with only a small amount of precipitation. Figure 14 (right) shows that the tem-
perature was weaker than in other models with more moderate auroral activity. However, despite the lower
modeled temperatures compared to the observed temperatures, the SdOp run still had more fluctuations
in the temperature than would be expected from a simulation with no auroral activity or constant potential
patterns, indicating the existence of more variability in the electric field coupled with somewhat stronger
precipitation than was represented by the baseline simulation. For example, there is a marked temperature
increase around 13:30 UT modeled by GITM, suggesting that Joule heating occurred in the model regardless
of the fact that less precipitation was present within the run.
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Figure 12. GITM and PFISR electron density and TEC data for SdOs, and GITM and TLK thermospheric temperature in the same format as Figure 6.

3.6. Influence of the Ionospheric Dynamo
The dynamo region has a significant influence on ionospheric dynamics at low latitudes. Modeling this
region correctly is therefore important to the understanding of the impact of the dynamo. One of the
important features of simulating the dynamo correctly includes understanding the penetration of electric
fields from high latitudes to low latitudes. In order to achieve the penetration electric fields, the
high-latitude boundary needs to be placed just poleward of the zero potential assumed in all statistical
(and some fitted) models of the potential patterns. If this boundary is chosen incorrectly and placed at
latitudes that are too high, the winds can act to shield the potential in much the same way that the Region
2 currents shield the potential in reality. If this is done (in a physical way), the winds can be dramatically
affected around the boundary of the potential solver. To highlight the importance of the correct
placement of the boundary, the SdOsD run is presented. In this simulation, the high-latitude boundary of
the solver was placed at 70◦ magnetic latitude, which was too high. Figure 15 shows similar model parame-
ters as Figures 10 and 11 but with the dynamo turned on. In comparing this run with SdOs in the east-west
direction at 06:30 UT (the bottom left image in the figure), it is clear that the resulting ion and neutral flow
patterns were significantly different and the overall magnitude of the neutral winds were increased for the
model run with the dynamo on. Near the high-latitude region, especially between 70◦ and 75◦, the dynamo
completely reversed the direction of the neutral wind flow compared to the run without the dynamo. In
the predusk sector where the dynamo region had the strongest effect, the neutral flow influenced by the
dynamo cut off the high-latitude ion and neutral flow pattern driven by the SuperDARN potentials. When
the SDI instruments were located in the postdusk region at 06:30 UT, a neutral wind that was too strong
was modeled by GITM at these locations. This was a direct effect of the intense eastward flows driven by
the dynamo. In the meridional winds as seen in Figure 15 (bottom right), the dynamo had less of an effect
on the neutral flows. The flows were different in the run that included a dynamo (for example, predawn at
06:30 UT showed slightly more intense flows), but there were no complete flow reversals as there were in
the zonal flows.

Figure 15 (top) shows the observed zonal neutral winds and modeled neutral and ion flows for the
SdOsD run. As seen in the lower portion of the figure, the region most obviously affected by the dynamo
was approximately between 14:00 and 20:00 local time in the east-west direction. As expected, GITM
significantly overestimated the strength of the eastward winds between 02:00 and 07:00 UT for all of the
runs that included a dynamo with the boundary placed at 70◦ geomagnetic latitude, especially between
60◦ and 70◦ geographic latitude. This is because Alaska passed through a region that was still strongly
affected by the dynamo during this time. After 07:00 UT, the overestimation began to decrease, and GITM
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 4 but for the SdOp run.

was better at representing the SDI winds throughout the remainder of the night, since the strength of the
eastward neutral winds began to decrease. In the SdOs run, i.e. the run without a dynamo, GITM was better
at representing the neutral winds.

The behavior described above occurred in all of the runs with a dynamo located at 70◦ latitude. Because
of the overestimation of the winds, the resulting east-west errors in each run with a dynamo (WND, WOsD,
SdOsD, and SdOpD) were significantly worse than the matching run without a dynamo (WN, WOs, SdOs,
and SdOp), as demonstrated in Table 1. In the zonal direction, for each group of runs with and without a
dynamo, the RMS and difference errors between GITM and SDI were always larger for the run that used
a dynamo.

This behavior was simulated in runs with a dynamo located at 50◦ latitude as well, although to much a
lesser degree. With the location of the dynamo moved to lower latitudes, GITM was able to represent
the high-latitude zonal neutral winds more accurately since they were not affected by a dynamo in the
immediate vicinity. Comparing simulations with a dynamo at 50◦ and 70◦, the runs with a dynamo at
lower latitudes were better at simulating the observed winds, as shown in Table 1. Although the mean
difference in the zonal flow was lower in the SdOpD simulation compared to the SdOpD50 simulation,
this was because the GITM winds were more extreme in opposite directions and brought the difference
closer to zero. The only exception where a simulation using the dynamo provided more accurate zonal
flows was the SdOsD50 run. In the north-south direction, there appeared to be less of an effect of the
dynamo because the flows driven by the dynamo at higher latitudes were generally zonal as opposed
to meridional.

4. Discussion

The modeling of neutral winds in the high-latitude region is significantly dependent on the drivers used
within each simulation. Table 1 demonstrates this as models with even slightly differing drivers can be
substantially dissimilar from one another. However, at auroral latitudes, these drivers have more of an effect
on zonal neutral winds than on meridional neutral winds. Overall, the north-south errors were less than the
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Figure 14. Similar to Figure 6 but for the SdOp run.

east-west errors, suggesting that GITM is better at modeling meridional flows than zonal flows, but this is
not necessarily true in all cases. The range of RMS errors found in Table 1 (maximum value-minimum value)
in the north-south winds is only 81.8 m/s, where the range in the east-west winds is 115.9 m/s, despite the
fact that the maximum and minimum speeds of the wind in both directions are similar. Likewise, the range
of the absolute difference errors found in Table 1 is 132.4 m/s in the meridional direction when considering
cases where GITM both underestimated and overestimated the SDI winds (for example, the minimum
difference value is negative but maximum difference value is positive), and a range of 202.1 m/s in the zonal
direction (again, considering both negative and positive values). With such a large spread of RMSE and
differences between the north-south and east-west directions, it is clear that the east-west flows are more
strongly affected by the changing high-latitude ionospheric drivers than are north-south winds. Again,
this is because the drivers considered throughout this study more readily affect the zonal flow patterns
of neutrals.

The WN and WOs runs were the closest at reproducing the winds observed by the SDIs throughout the
entire night for the zonal neutral winds. In general, each run that used OVATION-SME aurora was better
at reproducing the zonal neutral winds at 14:00 UT when there was present, but less intense, auroral
precipitation compared to 06:30 UT when the simulations showed strong precipitation. In addition, these
runs were able to replicate the slight reversal of westward to eastward and back to westward flows between
60◦ and 70◦ near 14:00 UT better than runs that used OVATION Prime aurora.

The baseline run was the most accurate in modeling the meridional neutral winds when compared to SDI
instruments, as this run replicated the strong dependence of north-south neutral flow on thermal gradients
at every time throughout the night. When GITM correctly modeled the directionality of the meridional
neutrals in the other simulations, the flows often aligned with the pressure gradient and ion drag forces
and the resulting GITM flows were too fast. This suggests either the ion drag force within the model itself
was too large or the model lacked a counteracting force such as viscosity that may act to negate the
combined forces. Although it is difficult to discern the reason for this error with the analysis presented here,
more detailed studies of this behavior can be performed at a later time.

As opposed to the north-south winds at 06:30 UT, the meridional winds at 14:00 UT were similar between
multiple runs due to the lessened auroral activity at this time. Most of the runs showed substantial poleward
flows near dawn and dusk and equatorward flows on the nightside, consistent with neutral winds driven
by temperature differences between the day and nightside of the planet. In considering both zonal and
meridional flows, the simulations were more accurate near 14:00 UT compared to 06:30 UT. The runs
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Figure 15. (top and bottom left) Zonal and (bottom right) meridional neutral and ion flow patterns as in Figures 4 and 5 but for the SdOsD run.

demonstrated a strong dependence of the east-west neutral wind behavior on auroral precipitation,
although the effect of increased precipitation appeared to have more of an effect on the winds in the
premidnight region given that most models were more accurate with Alaska in the postmidnight region
near 14:00 UT as opposed to when Alaska was in the premidnight region around 06:30 UT.
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In modeling the electron density, runs that used OVATION Prime were not able to replicate the changes in
electron density throughout the night that were observed by PFISR for this event. This may be because this
particular substorm was not well captured by the IMF conditions that drove the models. The NOAA and
OVATION-SME models were able to better capture the large-scale dynamics and apparent spatial charac-
teristics observed during this event. However, to further validate the ability of each auroral model during
various ionospheric conditions, future studies might make use of all-sky cameras or special sensor ultraviolet
spectrographic imagers to better map spatial and temporal characteristic energies and fluxes of the aurora.

5. Conclusion

This study has presented the results from multiple simulations of a substorm event on 24 November 2012
using the Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model. These results included neutral wind velocities located
throughout the high-latitude region (focusing mainly above the three Scanning Doppler Interferome-
ters in Alaska), electron densities, and atmospheric temperatures. By changing which high-latitude drivers
were used in GITM, each of the parameters listed above was affected and was drastically different from one
another. In comparing multiple runs with disparate high-latitude ionospheric drivers, this study has found
that the intensified ion-neutral coupling that occurs during times of increased electron density in the iono-
sphere causes an increase in neutral wind velocities in the zonal direction. In addition, the ability of GITM to
replicate the neutral winds over three locations in Alaska is better for times with modest electron precipi-
tation. However, with electron densities that are too high, the neutral wind velocity became too strong and
GITM overestimated the magnitude of the observed neutral winds. These findings suggest the following:

1. The electric potential pattern significantly affects the behavior of the high-latitude neutral wind pattern
as is evidenced by the differences in the neutral flows when using either statistical (Weimer) or measured
(SuperDARN) potential patterns. The differences in neutral wind velocities arising from only changing
the type of potential pattern used to drive the model can be larger than 100 m/s in certain high-latitude
regions.

2. The auroral precipitation pattern plays a strong role in determining the dynamics of the ion and neutral
flows in the high-latitude region. Because the ion and neutral momentum and energy coupling in the
high-latitude region are dependent on the electron density, the model must be able to correctly pro-
duce the amount of electron density in the system. Incorrect amounts of precipitation lead to inaccurate
representations of the neutral flow structure as evidenced multiple times throughout the study.

3. If the ionospheric dynamo is to be used as a boundary condition to the electric potential solver in the
model, the latitude of the dynamo boundary must be correctly chosen in order to accurately simulate
the ion and neutral flows. A boundary that is too high can cause too much leaking of the electric poten-
tial to midlatitudes which affects the neutral wind patterns, but a boundary that is too low may disturb
dynamics at lower latitudes.

4. The thermospheric temperature is extremely dependent on both the potential and auroral drivers, with
stronger auroral models tending to cause larger temperatures.

5. Because the response of the ionosphere can be considerably different between multiple events, it is
difficult to definitively state that a single combination of high-latitude drivers is the most preferable in
all instances. For example, although the model run with the Weimer potential and NOAA precipitation
patterns was one of the most accurate compared to SDI data in the zonal neutral winds for this event, it
was one of the worst in replicating the meridional neutral winds. Similarly, the run with Weimer potential
and OVATION-SME auroral precipitation patterns poorly modeled the zonal neutral winds throughout the
entirety of the event, but the thermospheric temperature response during the event was very close to the
observed thermospheric temperature.

Despite these findings, because accurate and comprehensive descriptions of the high-latitude drivers
used in global models are rare, it is difficult to reliably and consistently simulate the thermospheric and
ionospheric dynamics that occur at high latitudes. In addition, this lack of observational data makes the
validation of neutral wind behavior output by model simulations extremely difficult, especially at specific
altitudes or geographic locations. Even with the limited data that can be used to validate the model, the
following is clear: without accurate parametrization and specification of ionospheric drivers used in global
models, neutral wind model results ranging from mildly inaccurate to unacceptably incorrect will ensue.
Therefore, in modeling high-latitude thermospheric winds, a rigorous and comprehensive set of auroral and
electric potential drivers must be used to obtain accurate neutral wind flow patterns.
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